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Care instructions



A note from the designer
I would just like to take this opportunity to congratulate 
you on your excellent choice of bathroom furniture 
that I hope will bring you a great deal of pleasure 
for many years to come.

While this product has been developed to withstand 
the home’s most demanding environment – the 
bathroom – daily exposure to moisture and general 
wear and tear means that it will benefit from a little 
extra care from time to time. 

Follow the care instructions for the product that 
you find on our website and you will achieve a 
bathroom that will bring you joy and benefit well 
beyond the 15-year warranty period.

15 years warranty



Washbasins in porcelain have a hard, glazed and durable surface. You clean 
porcelain smoothest with a light damp cloth and a mild detergent.

Do not use tools that contain hard abrasives. Also avoid caustic soda as it 
destroys the glazed surface. Black lines can occur when porcelain comes in 
contact with metal objects. You can remove the lines with a ceramic eraser.

Porcelain

• A few times a year: use Cif with a damp cloth or small sponge (non-
  abrasive) for more intensive cleaning.
• Remove heavy soiling and stains as soon as possible.
• Avoid contact with acetone and aggressive cleaning agents such as metal       
  polish, drain  cleaner and other corrosive substances, do not use detergents 
  with ph value < 4 or > 10.
• For daily cleaning use damp cloth and a mild detergent.
• To remove severe stains and discolouration, use Cif Cream or similar and a 
  damp cloth. Cleaning agents should always be tested first on a small area

Quartz composite

You can clean cupboard doors and frames as for the wash basin, with a slightly 
damp cloth and a mild detergent. Avoid the use of furniture polish, scourers, 
abrasive cleaners, ammonia or other strong solvents.

To deter water penetration as much as possible, we carefully apply several coats 
of lacquer or paint to all our furniture components, including all joints. But there 
are limits, of course. 

Water and splashes should be wiped off immediately with a dry cloth. If you sub-
ject wood furniture to water every day, over time it can – despite being made of 
moisture-proof material with multiple coats of surface treatment – acquire small 
imperfections that allow moisture to penetrate, cause the wood to swell and 
eventually cause the paint to crack. But if you are vigilant and wipe down critical 
areas, such as the cupboard doors, your wood furniture will last a long time.

Lacquered wood surfaces
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